Endovascular Management of Arteriovenous Malformations of the Brain
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Abstract
Arteriovenous malformations (AVMs) of the brain are rare, complex, vascular lesions that can result in significant morbidity and mortality. Modern treatment of brain AVMs is a multimodality endeavor, requiring a multidisciplinary team with expertise in cerebrovascular neurosurgery, endovascular intervention, and radiation therapy in order to provide all therapeutic options and determine the most appropriate treatment regimen depending on patient characteristics and AVM morphology. Current therapeutic options include microsurgical resection, radiosurgery (focused radiation), and endovascular embolization. Endovascular embolization is primarily used as a preoperative adjuvant before microsurgery or radiosurgery. Palliative embolization has been used successfully to reduce the risk of hemorrhage, alleviate clinical symptoms, and preserve or improve neurological function in inoperable or nonradiosurgical AVMs. Less frequently, embolization is used as ‘primary therapy’ particularly for smaller, surgically difficult lesions. Current embolic agents used to treat brain AVMs include both solid and liquid agents. Liquid agents including N-butyl cyanoacrylate and Onyx are the most commonly used agents. As newer embolic agents become available and as microcatheter technology improves, the role of endovascular treatment for brain AVMs will likely expand.
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Introduction

Arteriovenous malformations (AVMs) of the brain are rare, complex, vascular lesions that can result in significant morbidity and mortality. Current therapeutic modalities include microsurgical resection, radiosurgery (focused radiation), and endovascular embolization [1]. Endovascular embolization is primarily used as a preoperative adjuvant before microsurgery or radiosurgery. Endovascular treatment is directed at particularly ‘weak points’ within the AVM, including flow-related aneurysms and high-flow fistulae, with the aim to decrease lesion volume and establish more normal blood flow patterns within surrounding brain parenchyma [2]. In cases of nonsurgical or nonradiosurgical AVMs, palliative embolization has been used successfully to reduce the risk of hemorrhage, alleviate clinical symptoms, and preserve or improve neurological function [3–8]. Less frequently, embolization is used as ‘primary therapy’ particularly for smaller, surgically difficult lesions. Treatment planning for AVMs requires a multidisciplinary team with expertise in cerebrovascular neurosurgery, endovascular intervention, and radiation therapy in order to provide all therapeutic options and determine the most appropriate treatment regimen according to patient characteristics and AVM morphology.

Definition/Pathogenesis

Brain AVMs are focal, intraparenchymal conglomerations of dilated arteries and veins which lack normal vascular organization at the subarteriolar level as well as a normal capillary bed resulting in direct connections between the cerebral arterial and venous systems [9, 10]. The nidus, the intervening network of vessels between the distal aspects of the arterial feeders and the proximal aspects of the draining veins, is the primary target of embolization. On angiography, brain AVMs demonstrate arteriovenous (AV) shunting resulting in early opacification of the draining vein(s) and shortened AV transit time. Brain AVMs are classified as superficial or deep types. Superficial AVMs are further divided into sulcal, gyral, or mixed, while deep types, which are relatively rare, are subdivided into subarachnoid, deep parenchymal, plexal, and mixed types [11]. Brain AVMs are likely congenital vascular lesions that result from the failure of capillary formation during embryonic development [12]. However, cases of both de novo development in an adult and recurrent disease in children have been reported [13, 14].

Epidemiology/Clinical Manifestations/Natural History/Grading Systems

Brain AVMs are relatively uncommon with a prevalence <1% and an incidence between 0.01 and 0.001% [15–17]. The overwhelming majority of brain AVMs are sporadic, although familial occurrence has been described [18]. An increased prevalence of brain AVMs is seen with certain conditions including Osler-Weber-Rendu disease and Sturge-Weber syndrome [19, 20].

The morbidity and mortality of brain AVMs are primarily related to intracranial hemorrhage, mainly intraparenchymal hemorrhage, and, to a lesser degree, subarachnoid and intraventricular hemorrhage [21]. Approximately 45–70% of brain AVMs present with intracranial hemorrhage. Mortality rates after the first hemorrhage range from 10 to 30% and morbidity rates from 25 to 60% [15]. Other less ominous presentations of brain AVMs include seizures, headache, and focal neurological deficits. Venous hypertension, arterial steal, and hydrocephalus are known complications of brain AVMs [17, 22].
Brain AVMs are extremely heterogeneous with respect to their angioarchitecture and biological behavior (fig. 1). Hemorrhage risk is related to both angiographic appearance as well as other clinical features. Brain AVMs carry an annual risk of hemorrhage of 1–3% and an annual mortality rate of 1% [16, 23]. The risk of rebleeding during the 1st year following initial rupture is as high as 6–17%, declining to baseline thereafter [23, 24]. Prognosis is particularly poor for patients with posterior fossa AVMs, with mortality rates of up to 66.7% after the first hemorrhage approaching 100% with recurrent hemorrhage. Risk factors for hemorrhage include previous hemorrhage, deep venous drainage, intraventricular or periventricular location, intranidal aneurysms (fig. 2), feeding by perforators, feeding by the vertebrobasilar system, location in the basal ganglia, occlusive changes in the venous channel(s), and male gender (table 1) [23, 25–29]. Pregnancy does not increase the risk of hemorrhage [30]. By all accounts, there is no evidence to suggest that a substantial undiagnosed reservoir of nonsymptomatic brain AVMs exits in the general population. On the contrary, the great majority of brain AVMs will become symptomatic during a patient’s...
lifetime, and the majority will bleed (fig. 3). The risk of hemorrhage is lifelong and rises with age [31].

The ability to estimate the treatment risk for an individual patient with a brain AVM is extremely difficult as the variability in the complexity of AVMs is so heterogeneous. As a result, numerous grading systems have been developed in order to correlate specific AVM characteristics (anatomic, hemodynamic, and physiological properties) with surgical outcomes in order to define the degree of difficulty involved in safely removing AVMs surgically. The most widely utilized system used to perform a relative surgical risk analysis was reported by Spetzler and Martin [32] in 1986. Their grading system is based on three criteria: AVM size [small (<3 cm), medium (3–6 cm), or large (>6 cm)], pattern of venous drainage (superficial or deep), and neurological eloquence of adjacent brain regions (sensorimotor, language, and visual cortex; hypothalamus and thalamus; internal capsule; brain stem; cerebellar peduncles, and deep cerebellar nuclei are considered eloquent). Points are assigned for each of the aforementioned variables and added for a total score of 1–5 (table 2). Grade I and II lesions are generally considered safe surgical lesions with very low incidence of surgically induced neurological deficits, while grade IV and V lesions are frequently accompanied by significant
surgically induced neurological deficits. Grade VI lesions are considered inoperable [32]. A prospective evaluation of the Spetzler-Martin grading system examining 120 patients accurately correlated both new-temporary and new-permanent neurological deficits. Permanent major neurological deficits for grades I–III were 0%, increasing to 21.9 and 16.7% in patients with grade IV and V lesions, respectively [33].

Embolization of Brain AVMs

**Background**

Therapeutic embolization of a brain AVM was first described in 1960 by Luessenhop and Spence [34] utilizing flow-directed steel spheres covered with methyl methacrylate injected directly into a surgically accessed cervical internal carotid artery. This technique relied on the proportionately greater degree of blood flow to the AVM compared with normal cerebral branches to direct the embolic agents into the AVM nidus. Accidental embolization of normal cerebral vessels resulting in cerebral infarction was a potential problem. Additionally, occlusion of proximal arterial feeders could prevent entry into the nidus, leaving the nidus unoccluded and active. This often leads to AVM recruitment of deep perforators making surgery ultimately more challenging [35, 36]. In 1974, Serbinenko [37] reported on the use of a detachable balloon attached to a flexible flow-directed catheter. Similar to the problem seen with Silastic spheres, the detachable balloons sometimes occluded the proximal feeder pedicles inducing the nidus to recruit deep perforators making surgical resection more challenging. In 1976, Kerber [38] described the use of a microcatheter with a calibrated-leak balloon to superselectively catheterize the cerebral vasculature. This novel device overcame the problems seen with the use of the diagnostic catheters, i.e. the difficulty in placing the catheter precisely in the desired area and controlling the infusion of the occluding agent. In addition, Kerber used a liquid embolic agent, isobutyl-2-cyanoacrylate. Over the last several decades, the development of smaller microcatheters, microguidewires, and novel embolic materials has led to technical achievements in AVM embolization and solidified its role as an important tool in the treatment of brain AVMs.

**Embolization Indications**

Although surgical resection remains the standard for the definitive eradication of most brain AVMs, endovascular embolization has the potential to enhance the safety and efficacy

---

**Table 2. Spetzler-Martin grading system for brain AVMs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graded feature</th>
<th>Points assigned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size of AVM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small (&lt;3 cm)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium (3–6 cm)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large (&gt;6 cm)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eloquence of adjacent brain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-eloquent</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eloquent</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattern of venous drainage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superficial only</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total grade = size + eloquence + venous drainage.
Preoperative embolization of AVMs has been shown to reduce operation time and intraoperative blood loss, with no difference in surgical complications or long-term neurological outcome [39]. Pasqualin et al. [40] demonstrated that patients treated with embolization prior to surgery experienced fewer postoperative neurological deficits and fewer deaths, and had a lower incidence of postoperative epilepsy when compared with patients who had surgery alone. Embolization is also capable of converting high Spetzler-Martin grade lesions to lower-grade lesions, thus turning potentially inoperable lesions into operable lesions [41]. Embolization improves surgical outcomes through several mechanisms including the elimination of deep feeding arteries such as the anterior/posterior perforating vessels, choroidal vessels, and posterior cerebral vessels [42], decreasing the size of the active nidus, and the elimination of the feeding pedicle or nidal aneurysms that have either bled or are at risk of rupture [43–45]. Presurgical embolization decreases the risk of postsurgical hemorrhage caused by changes in hemodynamics within the surrounding normal brain, and can act as a surgical roadmap as embolized vessels are easily identifiable. Preoperative embolization in conjunction with surgery has also been shown to be cost-effective when compared with surgery alone (fig. 4) [46].

Table 3. Indications for AVM embolization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1) Adjuvant therapy prior to microsurgery</th>
<th>(2) Adjuvant therapy prior to radiosurgery</th>
<th>(3) Palliative therapy for inoperable lesions</th>
<th>(4) Primary therapy for smaller, surgically difficult lesions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Fig. 4. A 39-year-old male presented with SAH related to a large AVM involving the left frontal lobe, left basal ganglia and left temporal lobe. a Lateral view, left ICA injection – arterial phase. b Left ICA injection – venous phase. c Subtracted microcatheter injection of feeding pedicle. d NBCA in nidus (arrow) on unenhanced CT image.
Another potential role of embolization is adjuvant therapy before radiotherapy. This is particularly useful for medium- and large-size AVMs. Embolization in this setting has several theoretical benefits [47]. First, it has been shown to reduce AVM size so that the residual nidus is a smaller target that can be irradiated with a better cure rate and fewer side effects. The cure rate increases with decreasing AVM volume, and smaller lesions (<3 cm in diameter) carry lower rates of morbidity [48]. Preradiosurgical embolization may also be used to occlude arterial feeder or intranidal aneurysms to reduce the risk of bleeding while awaiting the delayed action of radiosurgery, as well as target large high-flow AV fistulas which are less sensitive to radiosurgery [49–51]. The risk-benefit ratio must be carefully considered in these cases. Untoward complications of embolization could precipitate the need for surgical extirpation of an inoperable AVM. There is also some evidence that embolization prior to radiosurgery may reduce the efficacy of radiotherapy to cure AVMs. Although the causes are not entirely clear, experienced authors have argued that radiopaque embolic material may ‘shield’ the nidus from adequate radiation absorption or alternatively may activate certain vascular growth factors [52, 53]. Embolization has also been shown to be safe and effective in treating residual lesions that persist after radiosurgery. Marks et al. [54] reported on 6 patients who underwent endovascular treatment of their brain AVMs after failing radiosurgery. One patient was cured with embolization alone, 3 patients underwent surgical resection for cure after embolization, and 2 patients went on to have successful repeat radiosurgery following embolization.

Palliative embolization of brain AVMs is typically employed in patients with large, symptomatic but inoperable lesions. The indication for palliative embolization is usually acute hemorrhage. Embolization under these circumstances should be used to treat specific high-risk AVM angioarchitectural features such as aneurysms, or to alleviate specific clinical signs and symptoms related to vascular steal and/or mechanical compression [4, 55, 56]. Partial embolization may also be beneficial in patients with medically refractory seizures or with progressive neurological deficits thought to be secondary to venous hypertension or arterial ‘steal’ phenomenon causing ischemia. Palliative embolization is not recommended as a broad treatment strategy for inoperable lesions as it does not appear to produce better clinical results than medical management and there is no evidence to suggest that partial AVM embolization alters long-term hemorrhagic risk [4, 57, 58]. On the contrary, partial embolization has been shown to worsen the clinical course of the patient compared with the natural history of an untreated lesion [59].

Less frequently, embolization is used as ‘primary therapy’, particularly for smaller, surgically difficult AVMs that contain few arterial feeders. Published cure rates in the literature vary considerably secondary to selection bias, goals of treatment, and technique. Although cure rates of up to 40% have been reported in some series [60, 61], delayed recanalization seems to be a problem even for smaller AVMs. Furthermore, the AVMs that would have a high probability of cure with embolization are typically amenable to complete surgical resection or radiosurgical cure without the associated risks of embolization [62–64]. Deep central lesions with limited feeders are exceptions where embolization can play an important role in cure [65].

**Embolic Agents**

Current embolic materials used to treat brain AVMs can be divided into solid and liquid agents. Solid agents consist of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) particles, fibers, coils, and balloons. Liquid agents, which are more commonly used, consist of cyanoacrylate monomers such as N-butyl cyanoacrylate (NBCA), as well as polymeric precipitates in solutions such as ethylene co-vinyl alcohol. Absolute (100% anhydrous) ethanol is an additional liquid embolic agent that is not commonly used now. The principal agents currently in use for treating brain AVMs
include NBCA (Trufil, Codman Inc.), Onyx (Covidien, eV3 Neurovascular, Irvine, Calif., USA), a copolymer of ethylene vinyl, and, to a lesser extent, PVA particles and coils. NBCA and Onyx are the most commonly used agents and will be discussed individually.

NBCA

Embolization with cyanoacrylate has evolved tremendously since its introduction nearly 30 years ago because of the development of different adhesive formulations as well as the advancement of catheter and guidewire technologies. Isobutyl-2-cyanoacrylate has been replaced by NBCA, which was approved by the Food and Drug Administration for brain embolization in 2000 because of the more predictable polymerization qualities, ease of surgical resection, and lack of toxicity of NBCA [66]. The use of NBCA for the treatment of brain AVMs is predicted on its liquid character, which allows it to penetrate nidal vessels where it ultimately polymerizes to a solid state, and causes thrombosis and vessel occlusion [67]. NBCA polymerizes into an adhesive, nonbiodegradable solid material upon contact with blood and endothelial cells via an anionic mechanism. It induces an inflammatory response within the walls of embolized vessels that is believed to play an important role in the permanence of the occlusion created with this agent [68].

NBCA is not radiopaque and, thus, must be opacified to monitor its flow during injection (fig. 5). Ethiodol and, to a lesser extent, tantalum powder are mixed with NBCA to make the solution radiopaque. Ethiodol also acts as a retarding agent to slow the polymerization rate as pure NBCA polymerizes almost immediately at the catheter tip. The goal is to create a mixture of glue/ethiodol that will prevent early polymerization within the feeding artery but...
also late polymerization within the draining vein(s). Concentrations of 25% glue and higher are typically used to achieve nidal penetration. Concentrations below 25% will usually polymerize too slowly [67]. Due to the importance that mastery of this process represents, there is a learning curve to assure its safe and proper use.

Embolization with NBCA facilitates surgical resection by helping identify the embolized vessels, differentiating them from normal vessels, as well as providing a distinct boundary between the AVM and normal brain parenchyma. Vessels embolized with NBCA are compressible and easily cut with microscissors [39].

Onyx

Onyx is one of the newest nonadhesive liquid embolic agents available for treatment of brain AVMs [69]. It consists of an ethyl-vinyl alcohol copolymer dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide. Tantalum powder is added for radiopaque visualization. Onyx comes available in 1.5-ml ready-to-use vials in 3 different viscosities: Onyx 18, 20, and 34. The concentrations of ethyl-vinyl alcohol copolymer are 6, 6.5, and 8% for Onyx 18, 20, and 34, respectively. The Onyx vials must be shaken for at least 20 min prior to use in order to obtain a homogeneous solution consisting of the embolic component and the tantalum powder [70].

Unlike NBCA which polymerizes almost immediately, Onyx has a very slow solidification rate which allows for a more prolonged and controlled injection. This, in theory, enables larger parts of the AVM to be occluded with each microcatheterization. The slow polymerization rate and lack of adherence allows for prolonged and repeated injections from the same point, resulting in deeper penetration into a larger part of the nidus [70–72]. However, it should be noted that these are theoretical advantages as there is currently no published evidence confirming this.

One disadvantage or limitation of Onyx is its high radiopacity. It may be difficult or impossible to visualize the distribution of the material one is injecting in large AVMs previously treated with Onyx because of overprojection. This can potentially result in untoward injection of collateral arteries or the venous outflow system with catastrophic results. Another disadvantage of Onyx is its poor visualization during reflux in very small vessels [72]. Additionally, some peer-reviewed publications describe longer fluoroscopy times and higher complication rates with Onyx compared with NBCA [73].
**Risks/Outcomes/Complications**

Embolization of brain AVMs is not without risk, with large clinical series reporting morbidity rates of up to 16% and mortality rates of up to 4% [3, 8, 63, 67, 70–72, 74–83]. Rates of morbidity and mortality vary greatly as they are dependent on many factors, including patient selection, embolic agent(s) used, goals of embolization, time of outcome assessment, and preexisting neurological morbidity [8]. In the following, the largest and most recent clinical series to date regarding AVM embolization outcomes are summarized (table 4).

In 1995, Frizzel and Fisher [83] published data on 1,246 patients from 32 brain AVM embolization series performed over a 35-year period from 1969 to 1993. Temporary morbidity from embolization was 10%, and permanent morbidity was 8%. Overall mortality was 1%. Embolization resulted in cure in 5% of AVM. They found no difference in these rates prior to or after 1990.

Debrun et al. [67] reported on 54 brain AVMs treated with NBCA from April 1994 to December 1995. A mortality rate of 3.7% and morbidity rate of 5.6% (2 minor and 1 severe permanent neurological deficit) were seen; 5.6% of the patients (3) were cured with embolization alone while 11 patients were cured after surgical resection. Three patients underwent radiosurgery, with 1 cure after 1 year.

Hartmann et al. [74] evaluated 233 consecutive patients who underwent 545 embolization procedures between 1991 and 1998. Thirty-three patients (14%) showed treatment-related neurological deficits, including 5 with disabling deficits (2%). There were 2 deaths (both secondary to parenchymal hemorrhage with ventricular extension). The 5 patients with disabling complications had treatment-induced ischemic strokes. Factors statistically associated with new deficits included increasing age, number of embolizations, and normal neurological status at baseline. Neither the total score of the Spetzler-Martin grading system nor any of its 3 components predicted treatment complications.

Taylor et al. [3] reviewed 339 AVM embolization procedures performed in 201 patients from June 1992 to May 2003. A variety of embolic agents was used, including PVA particles (260 procedures; 80.2%), NBCA (43 procedures; 13.3%), detachable coils (30 procedures; 9.3%), and Onyx (5 procedures 1.5%). Four patients died (2%), 18 patients developed permanent neurological deficits (9%), 7 patients had temporary neurological deficits (3.5%), and 18 patients had vascular complications without neurological compromise (9%). Analysis of numerous variables including patient age, sex, AVM location (supra- or infratentorial), and the type of embolic agent used was performed. None of the variables tested was a statistically significant predictor of poor outcome, although there was a trend toward poorer outcome with increasing patient age [3].

In 2006, Haw et al. [63] reported on 306 patients who underwent 513 brain AVM embolizations. Sixty-two complications occurred in 56 patients. Eight deaths were reported, 6 secondary to hemorrhage and 2 secondary to ischemic stroke. Location of the AVM in an eloquent part of the brain, presence of a fistula, and venous deposition of glue cast were all statistically associated with complications.

In 2009, Starke et al. [8] reported the results of 377 embolizations in 202 patients. There were 29 new clinical deficits after embolization (8% of procedures; 14% of patients), 19 of which were moderate or significant. Interestingly, on long-term follow-up, 43.3 ± 34.6 months after embolization, clinical deficits resolved in a significant number of patients, with only 5 patients having persistent neurological deficits after embolization, of which 4 were moderate and 1 was significant. Factors statistically associated with new deficits were staged embolization using more than 1 procedure, AVM diameter <3 cm, AVM diameter >6 cm, deep venous drainage, and eloquent location. Patients with medium-sized lesions were less likely to develop postprocedural deficits. Similar to prior reports, there were 10 periprocedural
hemorrhages (2.6% of procedures; 4% of patients). Six cerebral infarctions were also reported [8].

More recently, Sahlein et al. [78] reported a retrospective review of 130 patients with 131 brain AVMs spanning over 8 years from January 1997 to December 2006. Their report is novel in that they largely used a single-stage approach to embolization as opposed to a multiple-stage embolization strategy typically employed at most institutions. An average of 1.28 embolization sessions per AVM were used with 105 lesions treated with a single embolization (80%). The reduction in embolization sessions per patient occurred without an increase in untoward events or compromise in the degree of devascularization. Permanent and/or significant morbidity and mortality rates were 0.8%. Additionally, a higher rate of angiographically complete occlusion (33%) compared with that reported in most other similarly sized studies was seen [3, 8, 63, 67, 70–72, 74–83].

Studies using Onyx have shown similar rates of morbidity and mortality. Panagiotopoulos et al. [70] retrospectively reviewed 82 consecutive patients with brain AVMs treated with Onyx between July 2002 and January 2008. One hundred and nineteen embolization procedures were performed (1.45/patient). The authors report complete obliteration in 20/82 patients (24.4%). Sixteen of the 82 patients developed new neurological deficits following embolization; 10 patients experienced nondisabling neurologic deficits, and 6 patients experienced disabling neurologic deficits. The causes of periprocedural deficits included intracerebral hemorrhage (6 patients), intraventricular hemorrhage (1 patient), subarachnoid hemorrhage (3 patients), and infarcts/perfusion deficits (3 patients). In 3 cases, the cause was not identified. Two patients died secondary to intraparenchymal hemorrhage.

Pierot et al. [81] prospectively studied 50 patients from May 2003 to March 2005 to evaluate the efficacy and safety of Onyx in treating brain AVMs. One hundred and forty-nine embolization procedures were performed (mean 3.0 sessions/patient). One hundred and sixteen sessions (77.9%) were performed with Onyx. The remaining embolizations were performed with a combination of Onyx and glue. At 1 month, morbidity and mortality after treatment were 8 and 2%, respectively. AVM cure was reported in 8.3% of cases.

In 2008, Katsaridis et al. [72] reported on 101 patients who underwent a total of 219 embolization sessions with Onyx. There were 3 deaths, and 8 patients had permanent neurological deficits. Complete AVM obliteration was reported in 28 patients.

As with all neurointerventional procedures, any step in the embolization process from gaining arterial access to achieving hemostasis involves risks to the patient, including groin complications (hematoma or dissection), contrast reactions, and nephrotoxicity. Periprocedural complications that are particularly relevant to brain AVM embolization include intracerebral hemorrhage and ischemia/infarction leading to transient or permanent neurological deficits.

Both technical factors and physiological changes brought about by embolization can result in periprocedural hemorrhage [63, 84]. Technical factors include arterial perforation/dissection by the microwire or microcatheter, rupture of an aneurysm as well as vascular injuries during retrieval of the catheter after glue injection [85]. Periprocedural hemorrhage can also be seen with inadvertent compromise of outflow veins and subsequent elevation of intranidal pressure. Although proximal arterial pressure elevation after nidus embolization has been raised as a potential cause of periprocedural hemorrhage, the changes are very small and unlikely to result in hemorrhagic complications [86].

However, the risk of a normal perfusion breakthrough phenomenon [63], or the occurrence of postprocedural edema and hemorrhage in cerebral tissue adjacent to the AVM nidus, is more compelling as a cause of periprocedural hemorrhage. High flow through the nidus of AVMs elevates venous pressures resulting in chronically low cerebral perfusion pressure that
can impair cerebral autoregulation within the brain parenchyma surrounding an AVM. Originally described by Spetzler et al. [84], the idea of normal perfusion breakthrough argues that the sudden increase in perfusion pressure resulting from embolization of the nidus disrupts the chronically ischemic capillary bed within the surrounding brain parenchyma. Without normal autoregulatory mechanisms in place this can result in cerebral edema and hemorrhage. This phenomenon can be minimized by staging endovascular procedures [43, 87].

Causes of acute cerebral ischemia/infarction include arterial dissection and thromboembolic disease-related catheter or guidewire manipulation, reflux of embolic material into normal cerebral vessels, and showering of glue droplets during retrieval of the microcatheter. Retrograde thrombosis of feeding arteries is another potential cause of cerebral infarction reported in the literature [88] and venous infarction can result from delayed venous thrombosis [89].

The decision to perform embolization of a brain AVM should take into consideration the Spetzler-Martin grade of the lesion as well as inherent risks of embolization. In general, Spetzler-Martin grade II or III lesions may be embolized before surgery or radiosurgery. Grade IV or V lesions should not be embolized unless this is to be done in conjunction with other treatment modalities (surgery or radiosurgery) for the goal of complete care. The only exception to this may be in a patient with a grade IV or V lesion with venous outflow obstruction, in whom embolization is used to reduce arterial inflow to control edema, or in a patient with true ‘steal’, in whom embolization is used to relieve the amount of shunt through the AVM.

**Conclusion**

Modern treatment of brain AVMs is a multimodality endeavor, requiring a multidisciplinary approach with a team consisting of physicians with expertise in cerebrovascular neurosurgery, endovascular intervention, and radiation therapy. Transarterial embolization has become a major component of AVM management, either as a stand-alone curative method or more commonly as an adjunct to microsurgery or radiosurgery. As newer embolic agents become available and as microcatheter technology improves the role of endovascular treatment for brain AVMs will likely expand.
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